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Abstract—A new filtering approach is presented, able to
estimate online the aerodynamic characteristics of tethered wings
used in airborne wind energy systems. The approach is based
on the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) and on a representative
model of the flight dynamics. The filter is fed with measurements
available at the ground station, namely the line angles and their
rates, the traction force on the tether, and the wind speed and
direction a few meters above ground. Convergence and accuracy
of the estimates are first evaluated through simulations. Then,
the approach is demonstrated using extensive experimental data,
collected during field tests with two small-scale prototypes built
independently by different research groups and four different
flexible airfoils (power kites), of both ram-air type and of
leading-edge-inflated type. The experimental results show that
the algorithm can effectively estimate both the state and the
aerodynamic parameters of the wings, as well as the wind speed
and direction at the wing’s altitude, and makes it possible to
analyze the kite aerodynamics during highly dynamical tethered
flight.
Index Terms—Airborne Wind Energy, Tethered wings, Aerodynamics, Nonlinear System Identification, Nonlinear Estimation,
Extended Kalman Filter

I. I NTRODUCTION
Airborne Wind Energy (AWE) systems harvest wind energy
by exploiting the aerodynamic forces acting on tethered wings
flying fast in crosswind conditions. Compared to the conventional wind turbines, this technology can reach higher altitudes, where the wind is stronger and more consistent, while
allowing for a reduction in the construction and installation
costs of the power plant. These features may provide good
complementarity between AWE and established renewable
energy technologies, thus contributing positively to energy
security and sustainability. AWE systems consist of two major
components, a ground station and an aircraft, which are
mechanically and in some concepts even electrically connected
by one or more tethers. A comprehensive survey of AWE
technology can be found in [1], [2].
Many contributions in the AWE literature are concerned
with control design and optimal system operation, see e.g.
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[3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. In the majority of
the approaches proposed, an accurate parametric model of
the wing is assumed. In some cases, knowledge of the wind
speed at the wing’s position is assumed as well. However, such
information is known only with a limited accuracy in practice.
As an example, the aerodynamic characteristics of the wing,
usually represented by curves that indicate how the lift and
drag coefficients vary with the angle-of-attack, are difficult
to characterize in ad-hoc experiments, especially for highly
dynamical tethered flight conditions and soft or semi-rigid
structures. Furthermore, even if the aerodynamic characteristics were initially known, they may change significantly during
operation due to the effects of command inputs, environmental
conditions (rain, snow, air humidity), or material wear.
This aspect raised the need for the implementation of
additional mechanisms to estimate in real-time the model
parameters and the wind conditions, based on measurements
obtained from the system. These estimates can then be used
to optimize the energy yield and control performance, to take
high-level decisions such as take-off and landing, and to monitor the system conditions for the sake of fault detection and
predictive maintenance. In [12], a model of the wind dynamics
was used together with the flight dynamics model to estimate
the model states with Kalman filters. A filtering scheme based
on the Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) was presented in [13].
Other works, such as [14], [15] presented setups for the online
identification of the gain and transport delay between the
steering input and the resulting change in direction of the wing.
While the aerodynamic characteristics of the system are known
to affect both these variables, the problem of determining
this relationship and specifically computing the lift and drag
coefficients has not been addressed so far in neither of these
references. More recently, in [16], an estimation strategy based
on an EKF was presented, exploiting the perfect measurement
technique to enforce orthogonality between the estimated lift
and apparent wind vectors, yielding the successful estimation
of an augmented state vector comprising also the wind and
the lift force vectors.
Building on the results presented in [16], this paper proposes
a new algorithm for the in-flight estimation of the aerodynamic
lift and efficiency curves of tethered wings, and tests such an
algorithm on extensive experimental data. Although it relies
on the same set of measurements and parameters used in
[16], the filtering strategy hereafter presented is based on a
dynamical model of the wing flight that significantly differs
from that utilized in [16]. The approach can be applied to
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any type of wing and has the potential to replace complex
and expensive wind tunnel tests. In addition to the new
model, the contributions of this paper are (a) the use of an
orthogonality constraint within the filtering stage of the EKF,
which significantly improves the convergence and stability of
the estimator; and (b) the presentation and comparison of the
aerodynamic curves estimated by the proposed algorithm from
experimental data collected during a series of field tests with
two small-scale AWE prototypes, developed independently by
two research groups, and four airfoils of different types and
sizes.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents
the employed model of the flight dynamics, which is later
embedded into the EKF, as described in Section III. Section
IV presents the experimental setups and procedures employed
to assess the performance of the estimator. Finally, conclusions
and future developments are included in Section V.

(a) Overview of the prototype in operation.

Notation and units
We denote vectors by bold characters and their Euclidean
norm by k.k. xi is i-th element of a discrete sequence x.
In particular, for a continuous-time signal x, xi denotes its
samples at time iTs , where Ts is the sample period. The
components (x, y, z) of a vector r are denoted by rx , ry , rz .
Specific parameters of the kite and tether are indicated by the
subscript k and t, respectively.
II. F LIGHT DYNAMICS MODEL
Consider a wing linked to a ground station by one or more
tethers, and operating as an AWE system with either groundbased generation (lift power mode) or airborne generation
(drag power mode), see e.g. [2] and Fig. 1 for one of the
experimental setups employed in this work. As a fair compromise between simplicity and accuracy for filtering purposes,
the airborne system is modeled as two point-masses. The first
one corresponds to the kite, with mass mk , possibly also
comprising a control pod. The second point-mass corresponds
to tethers, which are assumed to be perfectly taut, with mass
mt placed midway between the ground anchoring point and
the kite point-mass position. These are usual assumptions in
the literature on AWE systems. Knowing that nt is the number
of tethers, and d, L and µt are the tether diameter, length and
volumetric density, respectively, the total tether mass is given
by
mt = (1/4) nt π d2 L µt .

(1)

Besides the weight, the tethers also suffer an aerodynamic
drag force. Later on, in order to assemble the equations of
motion, these two forces will be translated to the kite pointmass position by keeping constant their produced moment1 ,
yielding a single equivalent point with mass m concentrated
at the wing’s position. Since the center of mass of the pointmass wing coincides with its aerodynamic center, the forces
1 If the tether is thought of as a straight rod, any force with a component
perpendicular to the rod axis can be translated to the rod upper end (the kite)
by keeping constant the torque produced by the force at the position where
it is applied.

(b) Time-lapse image of the flight trajectory (one orbit).

Fig. 1: Small-scale AWE prototype of the UFSCkite group
with ground-based actuation for study of flight aspects.

of lift FL , equivalent drag FD , equivalent weight FG , tether
traction FT and apparent forces FP (Coriolis and centripetal)
all act upon m, as depicted in Figure 2. Note that the attribute
“equivalent” refers to the effects of the tether drag and weight
combined with those of the kite.
Before deriving the equations of motion, it is important
to highlight that the usual assumption in models such as
those proposed by [4], [17] is that the wing evolves on a
sphere centered at the lower attachment point of the tether
– a constraint that is naturally embedded in the model when
using spherical coordinates. The wing orientation is often represented by Euler angles, or quaternions. In [18], a modeling
approach that yields singularity-free differential equations in
natural (Cartesian) coordinates is presented. This paper follows
a similar approach, by accounting for the multi-body nature
of the system, and by linking these bodies through algebraic
constraints incorporated into the equations of motion in a
Lagrangian framework.
The suspended structure in Figure 2 is exposed to a wind
vector wn with components only in the horizontal plane, i.e.
in the directions of x0 and y0 only. The potential energy of the
system is defined as V (q), and its kinetic energy as T (q, q̇),
where q = (q1 , q2 , ..., qn ) are the generalized coordinates.
In order to work with Cartesian coordinates, the generalized
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evaluated for each j-th coordinate of r. Considering also the
constraint in (4), the following set of dynamic equations can
be obtained:

FL
ṙ

wa

m

wn

FT
r

 

   P
Fext + mk + 12 mt g
m I3 r r̈
=
,
rT
0 ν
−ṙT ṙ + L̇2 + LL̈
| {z }

FD

M

FG

L

wr
z0
θ
y0

O0
x0

(6)

φ

Fig. 2: AWE system represented by an equivalent pointmass, located at the aerodynamic/mass center and subject to
a number of forces, including aerodynamic ones.

coordinates vector q is defined as q = r = [rx , ry , rz ]T , which
is the position of the kite point-mass mk . Knowing that the
tether point-mass mt is located at (1/2) r, the expressions of
the system’s potential and kinetic energy are, respectively,


1
mk + mt g rz
2


1
1
T (r, ṙ) =
mk + mt ṙT ṙ = (1/2) m ṙT ṙ ,
2
4
V (r) =

FT = r ν

(3)

where ν is a vector of Lagrange multipliers, each corresponding to a given constraint in the vector of constraints c(r). In
this specific model, the only constraint is that the distance from
the kite to the ground station is equal to the tether length, i.e.
krk = L. As discussed by [18], in a general scenario with
variable tether length, the constraint and its time-derivatives
can be expressed as

c(r) = (1/2) rT r − L2 = 0

(7)

The effect of the apparent forces FP are implicitly considered in the model through the second row of (6). On
the other hand, the weight vector is explicit, defined as
FG = (m + 12 mt ) g.
The external forces acting upon the system are the aerodynamic forces of lift and drag, which result from the interaction
of the airfoil and tether with the apparent wind, defined as:
wa = wn − ṙ.

(2)

where g is the acceleration of gravity, m is the equivalent
mass, and ṙ is the wing velocity with respect to the reference
frame. Based on these equations, the system Lagrangian can
be built as
L(r, ṙ, ν) = T (r, ṙ) − V (r) − ν T c(r) ,

where I3 is the identity matrix of size 3, and g = [0, 0, −g]T
is Earth’s gravity vector. Hence, given the system
P parameters
(mk , mt and g), the sum of external forces
Fext , and the
(possibly controlled) inputs of tether length L, reel-out speed L̇
and acceleration L̈, the solution vector [r̈, ν]T can be computed
as long as M is invertible.
Observe that the quantities in both sides of (6) are forces.
As pointed out in [18], since ν corresponds to the constraint
on the wing flight due to the tether, the force that arises from
this constraint, i.e. the tether traction force FT can be directly
computed as

(8)

The lift force FL lies in the plane perpendicular to the apparent
wind wa , but its instantaneous direction is a priori unknown,
being described by the unit vector zL . As opposed to what
happens to the lift force, the direction and orientation of the
drag force are solely determined by the apparent wind. The
drag forces on tether and the airfoil are combined into a single
drag force FD , whose direction and orientation coincide with
those of wa . Knowing that ρ is the air density, A is the wing
projected area, and CL and CD are the lift and equivalent drag
coefficients, respectively, the aerodynamic forces are defined
as
FL = (1/2) ρ A CL wa2 zL
FD = (1/2) ρ A CD wa2 (wa /wa ) .

(9)

According to [19], the equivalent drag coefficient can be
computed as

DenotingP
the sum of all the external forces acting upon the
system by
Fext , the equations of motion can be obtained
by substitution of (3) into the Euler-Lagrange equations

nt CD t L d cos(∆α)
,
(10)
4A
where CD k is the drag coefficient of the kite alone, and ∆α
is the angle between the apparent wind wa and the tangent
plane at r of a sphere of radius krk, defined as


wa
r
∆α = arcsin
·
.
(11)
kwa k krk

d ∂L(r, ṙ, ν) X
∂L(r, ṙ, ν)
−
+
Fext = 0 ,
∂rj
dt
∂ r˙j

Furthermore, assuming that the angle α0 between the wing
chord line and the tangent plane at r of a sphere of radius

ċ(r, ṙ) = rT ṙ − L L̇ = 0
T

T

(4)
2

c̈(r, ṙ, r̈) = r r̈ + ṙ ṙ − L L̈ − L̇ = 0 .

(5)

CD = CD k +
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krk is known, one can compute the airfoil angle of attack
as α = α0 + ∆α. The aerodynamic coefficients are strongly
dependent on α, as will be seen in Section IV.
Flight actuation takes place by means of the control vector
u = [us , up ]T comprising a steering and a pitch/de-power
command, us and up , respectively. Regardless of the specific
type of wing, as a general rule, the steering input causes the
lift force to rotate in the plane perpendicular to the apparent
wind vector at an angular velocity ωl . As for the second input,
it either directly changes the angle of attack by pitching the
aircraft or it alters the airfoil shape and the corresponding
curves of the lift and drag coefficients. In both cases, the input
up causes the magnitude of the aerodynamic forces to change.
Figure 4 illustrates this mechanism of flight actuation, where
ks and kp are positive constants that depend on specific design
parameters.

lift force vector FL , the magnitude of the equivalent drag force
FD , and by a scalar gain cu describing a linear relationship
between the steering input and the angular rate at which FL
rotates around the apparent wind:

Initial state

Prediction

Eqs. (13)

A priori
state

projection of FL
Correction

ψ
Observations
(Eq. 14)

ψ

u s ks

Kalman algorithm
+
Observation model

A posteriori state

tethers
(a) Front view: roll angle ψ due to steering input us .

chord line

Fig. 4: Overview of the proposed estimation setup
α0
u p kp

wa

x = [rT , ṙT , r̈T , ν, wnT , FTL , FD , cu ]T .

tangent plane to r

∆α
tethers

The evolution of the filter states is ruled by the flight
dynamics discussed in the previous section, discretized with a
finite differences approximation:
ri+1 = ri + ṙi Ts

(b) Side view: pitch angle α0 due to depower input up .

Fig. 3: Example of flight actuation in the case of a 3-tethered
kite with roll and pitch angle maneuverability.
It is worth emphasizing that the equations of motion presented in (6) also include the tether traction and apparent
forces, in contrast to what was presented in [16], whose
modeling completely neglected these variables. As a result,
more accurate filtering results have been achieved.
III. F ILTER DESIGN
The presented model equations can be employed in conjunction with an observation model in an EKF framework for
the purpose of state and parameter estimation. To this end,
a state vector x is proposed, which contains the position r,
the velocity ṙ, and the acceleration r̈ of the equivalent pointmass. These states are followed by the Lagrange multiplier ν
associated to the tether constraint, the nominal wind wn , the

(12)

ṙi+1 = ṙi + r̈i Ts
 
 
−1 
FLi + FD i + mk + 21 mt g
m I3 ri
r̈i+1
=
νi+1
rTi
0
−ṙTi ṙi + L̇2 + LL̈



wni+1 = wni
FLi+1 = R (FLi , wai , cui usi Ts )
FD i+1 = FD i
cui+1 = cui ,
(13)
where R(u, v, ψ) is a function representing the counterclockwise rotation of u around v by an angle ψ, and Ts is the
sampling time. Observe from 13 that the steering input, us ,
directly affects the direction of the aerodynamic lift force. The
de-power input up , which is known for indirectly affecting
the magnitude of the aerodynamic forces by causing the
coefficients CL and CD to change is not included in the model.
Note also that none of the equations presented in [9] and [10]
are taken into account by the filter. These equations, however,
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will be useful later for computing compute other important
variables from the filter estimates.
Independently of their design, in AWE systems a minimal
set of measured variables is always available. These include
the aircraft position r and velocity ṙ with respect to the
ground station, the magnitude FT of the traction force on
the main tether, and the wind speed wr and direction φr at
a reference altitude zr . These quantities were then translated
into an observation vector given by
y = [rT , ṙT , wr , φr , FT , δ]T ,

and


L̇ sin(θ) cos(φ) + L(θ̇ cos(θ) cos(φ) − φ̇ sin(θ) sin(φ)
ṙ =  L̇ sin(θ) sin(φ) + L(θ̇ cos(θ) sin(φ) + φ̇ sin(θ) cos(φ)  ,
L̇ cos(θ) − Lθ̇ sin(θ)
(16)
from the tether azimuth and polar angles (φ and θ) and their
rates of change, as measured by two rotary encoders. The
magnitude of the tether traction force FT , which is related to
the filter states according to Equation 7, was measured by a
load cell at the ground station. Finally, the wind speed wr and
direction φr at a reference altitude zr (roughly 2 m from the
ground) were measured with an off-the-shelf cup anemometer.
The latter variables are related to the nominal wind at the kite
altitude by an assumed logarithmic wind shear profile [20],
given by the equations
log(zr /z0 )
kwn k
log(z/z0 )

φr = arctan wny /wnx ,

(17)

where wn = [wnx , wny , 0]T is the nominal wind at r, log(·)
is the natural logarithm, and z0 is the surface roughness
coefficient.
Regarding the observation δ, it does not model any physical
quantity. It is, in fact, a made-up variable representing the inner
product between the lift vector and the apparent wind:
δ = FTl wa

(18)

and is included in the filtering as a way to enforce the
orthogonality constraint between these two variables (δ = 0),
according to the perfect measurement technique presented in
[21]. In practice, this means that the value of δ is always
zero, and it is considered an extremely reliable observation,
which in a Kalman filtering scenario implies that its associated
covariance is negligible. Based on a thorough literature review,
the inclusion of such an orthogonality constraint in the form
of a measurement is a novel practice in AWE. Note that the
approach is particularly favored in this formulation given that

2 kFL k
ρAwa2
2FD
=
ρAwa2

CL =
CD

(14)

In the experiments considered in this paper, in both prototypes the wing position r and velocity ṙ were computed
according to the equations


L sin(θ) cos(φ)
r =  L sin(θ) sin(φ)  ,
(15)
L cos(θ)

wr =

both the lift force and the apparent wind can be easily obtained
from the filter state vector.
Regarding the lift and drag coefficients, CL and CD , they
can be directly computed by isolating the expressions for these
variables presented in Equation (9) and replacing FL , FD , and
wa = wn − r with the corresponding filter states:

(19)

Substituting the expressions given by Equation 19 in the
definition of equivalent aerodynamic efficiency E = CL /CD ,
it is possible to write the value of this quantity as the ratio
between the magnitudes of the lift and equivalent drag forces:
CL
=
E=
CD

2kFL k
2
ρAwa
2FD
2
ρAwa

=

kFL k
.
FD

(20)

Provided that both forces are estimated by the filter, the
equivalent aerodynamic efficiency can be readily computed
from its output. It is worth stressing once again that Fd in
Equation 20 corresponds to the equivalent drag force, therefore
the resulting efficiency should be interpreted as the equivalent
efficiency.
IV. R ESULTS
A discrete-time EKF was implemented as in [22], with state
and observation vectors given by (12) and (14), respectively.
All derivatives required to propagate the state and the covariance matrices in the Kalman algorithm were numerically
computed using forward finite differences with a step size
 = 1 × 10−5 . The performance of the filter was first assessed
within a simulation environment built based on a well-studied
model. The goal of this initial validation phase was to verify
how the estimated variables yielded by our algorithm adhered
to their true values, which were readily available within the
simulation environment. The filter was then evaluated on data
from field tests with two different prototypes, allowing the
aerodynamic properties of four different flexible wings to be
unvelied.
For characterizing the aerodynamics of the airfoils, 3rd
order polynomials were fitted to the CL and CD values
computed from the filter state. Since the data set was available,
for the sake of simplicity the results presented in this paper
were obtained from a simple offline procedure based on the
least-squares method. However, since the proposed estimation
schema is based on EKF, a well known online estimation
method, similar results for the characterization of the aerodynamics coefficients can be obtained in a online fashion. This
is an important feature of the method that can be used, for
instance, in monitoring the state of the airfoil.
A. Simulation results
The simulation results were obtained with the widely accepted tethered kite model presented in [4], with the modifications proposed by [19]. In this model, the kite is considered
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Symbol
A
m
α0
dt
µt
Cdt
L
z0
zr

Value
Simulation
Prototype
3 m2
3 m2
3
3
0.5 kg
0.5 kg
6.8◦
(unknown)
2 mm
2 mm
970 kg/m3
970 kg/m3
1.2
(unknown)
46 m
46 m
0.01 m
(unknown)
2.5 m
2.5 m

TABLE I: Parameters of the AWE system simulation model
from [4], and of the UFSCkite prototype used in the corresponding field experiment.
At first, the filter convergence was verified in an ideal
scenario, with no measurement noise and turbulence-free wind.
The filter managed to keep its good performance even after
noise was applied to the measurements. More specifically,
regarding the magnitude of the lift force vector, Figure 5b
presents a comparison between the actual value, obtained from
the simulation, and the estimated value in the ideal scenario. In
Figure 5c the same comparison is presented for the magnitude
of the equivalent drag force. In both cases, the filter is able
to track the true values of the target variables, with an error
never greater than 5%.
After having validated the tracking performance of the filter,
the latter was employed to study the aerodynamic characteristics of the wing. The original goal was to reconstruct the
curves of CL (α) and CD k (α) used in the simulation. The
results are shown in Figure 6, attesting that the proposed filter
could indeed be used for reconstructing the actual aerodynamic
curves, shown with red solid lines.
B. Field test results with the UFSCkite prototype
The filtering strategy was also evaluated on data from a field
experiment with the prototype of the UFSCkite group. Field
tests with the UFSCkite prototype were carried out with the
proposed estimation technique online, too. This system, shown
in Figure 1 and whose parameters are summarized in Table I,
consists of a small foil kite tethered to a ground actuation
2 UFSCkite – Research group on tethered airfoils for wind power, hosted at
the Federal University of Santa Catarina, in Florianópolis, Brazil. More info:
trofino.das.ufsc.br/ufsckite.
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Description
Airfoil area
Airfoil aspect ratio
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(b) Lift force.

FD [N]

as a single point-mass with a known projected area. The
steering input causes the kite to roll around its longitudinal
axis, similarly to an airplane when its ailerons are actuated.
In terms of control strategy, the simulated tethered wing was
driven by means of a two-loop control topology similar to
that described in [23], with gains conservatively adjusted to
provide an over damped closed-loop response in a turbulencefree environment, resulting in a lemniscate-shaped trajectory.
The simulation parameters were chosen in order to match
as closely as possible the foil (ram-air) kite used by the
UFSCkite2 group in its field experiments. The most relevant
model parameters are summarized in Table I. The aerodynamic
curves of the simulated kite are the ones considered in [24].
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(c) Equivalent drag force.

Fig. 5: Comparison of the estimated and actual kite trajectory
as well as of the aerodynamic forces magnitudes in the simulation environment with no wind turbulence nor measurement
noise.

structure. The prototype is equipped with rotary encoders for
measuring the tether angles (azimuth and elevation), and their
rates, from which the wing position and velocity vectors can
be computed. A cup anemometer installed at an approximate
height of 2.5 m measures the wind speed and direction, while
a load cell measures the traction force.
The adopted control scheme comprises two cascaded feedback loops which resemble the structure presented in [15],
[19]. The outer loop is responsible for generating course angle
references using the algorithm proposed in [10], whereas the
inner loop is responsible for tracking the desired course angle
through a simple proportional controller.
In Figure 7, estimation results obtained during a field
experiment are presented. Observe in Figure 7c that the lift
force magnitude is quite low, averaging 300 N, probably due
to both the kite size (3 m2 ) and the wind conditions, which are
shown in Figure 7b. As a consequence, the average traction
force is not large enough to keep the tethers permanently taut.
Besides introducing a delay in the kite position and speed
measurements, the tether sag also represents an important
source of modeling error for the filter. Note also that, in this
experimental scenario, the tuning of the EKF had to be very
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Fig. 6: Estimates of the airfoil aerodynamic coefficients during
several simulations, each carried out with a different base
angle-of-attack α0 , resulting in different intervals of α.
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2
to compute the average (expected) value of the traction force.
For each orbit, the average values of the estimated polar
angle θ and azimuth angle φ (obtained from the estimated kite
position r), the nominal wind wn , the equivalent efficiency E,
the lift coefficient CL , and the known constant values of the
air density ρ and kite area A were computed. These values
were applied to (21), yielding theoretical values of average
traction force FT , which were then compared to the average
of the measured traction force in each orbit. The results can
be seen in Figure 8. The average measured values of FT are
well centered at the expected theoretical values represented
by the solid line, although with a considerable dispersion.
This is probably due to the relatively large oscillation of the
FT =
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(c) Magnitude of the estimated lift force.
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conservative, mainly because of the noisy characteristics of
the signal measured by the load cell.
As opposed to what happens in the simulation environment,
the true values of the estimated variables are unknown, hence
not available for the sake of accuaracy validation in the field
experiments. Thus, to assess the quality of the estimation
results, a theoretical model of the tethered wing in dynamic
equilibrium was utilized. This model, presented in detail in
[9], assumes that all variables associated to the operation
of the kite, such as the nominal wind and the aerodynamic
coefficients, have negligible variation. It is worth stressing that
this also includes the tether length, the angle-of-attack, and the
polar and azimuth angles. If this assumption is valid, these
variables can then be plugged into the equation
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(d) Magnitude of the estimated equivalent drag force.

Fig. 7: Estimation results with the 3m2 kite of the UFSCkite
prototype during a field experiment.

variables associated to model (21) induced by the low values
of FT , which also gives rise to a considerable tether sag.
These combined effects reduce the validitiy of the modeling
assumptions.
The experimental data also allowed to estimate, to a limited
extent, the aerodynamic properties of the UFSCkite prototype.
In Figure 9a the crosses represent the lift coefficient CL
estimated at each execution period of the filter as a function
of the dynamic share of the angle of attack ∆α, along with
a fitted curve using a 3rd degree polynomial. As it happens
with other ∆α × CL and ∆α × E scatter plots in this
document, the darker markers in Figure 9 are obtained by
applying a moving median-based outlier rejection procedure
to the original estimates yielded by the filter, which are, in
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Fig. 8: Validation of the tether force estimates obtained in
field tests with the UFSCkite prototype and a 3 m2 ram-air
kite. Dots: experimental data. Solid line: theoretical value.

turn, indicated in a lighter color. Usually the aerodynamic
coefficients of lift, drag and efficiency are represented as a
function of the (total) angle of attack α = α0 + ∆α but, in
this paper, ∆α is utilized as the function domain since the
base angle of attack α0 is not precisely known. Observe in
Figure 9 that ∆α had a variation of approximately 20◦ , and
the dispersion of each estimate around the fitted curve was
quite large, which can be due to the factors already discussed.
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Fig. 9: Identification of the aerodynamic lift and efficiency of
the UFSCkite prototype with a 3 m2 foil (ram-air) kite.
Scatter plots of the equivalent aerodynamic lift and efficiency are shown in Figure 9 along with fitted curves using
a 3rd degree polynomial. Observe how the dispersion of the

E estimates is now clearly lower than in the case of the CL
estimation. This is probably because in the computation of
E with (20) and (9), the apparent wind wa is canceled out
and therewith any sources of noise or uncertainty that this
estimated quantity contains. Also note in Figure 9b that the
kite operates in a region where E(∆α) is decreasing, probably
after a peak on the left side, whereas in Figure 9a CL (∆α)
increases towards a probable peak on the right side. According
to a study in [19] based on the aerodynamic curves from
[24], the optimal base angle of attack α0 for reel-out power
maximization should be such that the average angle of attack
α lies between the peaks of E(α) and CL (α). That study
suggests that, during the experiment corresponding to Figure
9b, the kite was flying with an angle of attack inside an interval
in which the optimum value for maximum power is expected
to be. Hence, although α0 was unknown, it was probably well
adjusted (we note that α0 can be tuned by adjusting the kite
bridles).
C. Field test results with the UCSB prototype
The second considered prototype was built at the University
of California, in Santa Barbara, USA, and is shown in Figure
10.
This prototype operates with 30 m of constant tether length.
Its geographical location in North-East-Down (NED) coordinates as well as the angle with respect to the geographical
North are obtained through a GPS and three magnetometers.
Moreover, the ground unit is equipped with a line angle
measurement system (shown in Figure 10b), which provides
a direct measurement of the angles between the main line
connecting the wing to the ground unit and the axes of the
inertial reference system fixed with the latter. This sensor was
developed and built ad-hoc for this application and employs
two incremental encoders. In some tests, an on-board Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU) was installed on the wing, providing
synchronized measurements of 3D accelerations, angular rates,
and attitude of the kite. The kite is steered by a single
actuator, consisting in a linear motion system installed in
the ground unit. The kite steering lines are attached to the
opposite extremes of the moving carriage of the linear motion
system, thus linking its position (regulated by an automatic
flight control system) to the kite steering input. For more
information on the prototype see e.g. [25], [26]. The UCSB
prototype was used with three sizes of Leading-Edge-Inflated
(LEI) tube kites in field experiments.
1) 6 m2 LEI tube kite: An example of filtering and estimation results for the smaller kite are shown in Figure 11. Observe in Figure 11a that the flight trajectory, although centered
about 10◦ to the right and slightly rotated counterclockwise,
now follows more closely the lying-eight figure when compared to the UFSCkite experiment. As a consequence, cyclic
oscillations for each completed orbit can be clearly seen not
only in the magnitude of the lift (in Figure 11c) and drag
(in Figure 11d) forces, but also in the estimated wind at the
kite position, in Figure 11b. Also note that the average lift
force produced with this 6 m2 kite is around 600 N, which is
about twice as much in comparison to that obtained with the
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(b) Wind speed estimates at the kite (black line) and measured
at the anemometer (gray).
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Fig. 10: Small-scale prototype for the control of tethered wings
built at the University of California, in Santa Barbara, USA.
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(d) Magnitude of the estimated equivalent drag force.

3 m2 kite from the UFSCkite group. This seems reasonable
if one considers roughly the same combined effect of average
wind speed and coefficients of aerodynamic lift and equivalent
efficiency in both cases (see model (21)).
Similarly to what was done with the UFSCkite prototype,
to validate the results obtained from the field experiments
with the UCSB prototype the EKF estimates were applied to
model (21), yielding values of expected average traction force
for each orbit which were compared to the average measured
traction force for each orbit. The results are presented in Figure
12. In comparison to the 3 m2 kite, note how the points are now
more concentrated around the line that represents a perfect
match. This is likely due to the higher traction force obtained
with the 6 m2 kite, keeping the main tether more taut and
therefore reducing the modeling errors in the filter.
The identification of the aerodynamic lift coefficient curve
CL (∆α) is shown in Figure 13a. Similarly to what was
observed with the UFSCkite, the (partial) angle of attack

Fig. 11: Estimation results with the 6 m2 kite of the UCSB
prototype during a field experiment.

oscillated in an interval of approximately 15◦ . However,
note that the fitted curve, also obtained with a 3rd degree
polynomial, here comes close to 1.5, which is quite high in
comparison to the maximum lift coefficient of roughly 0.7
achieved with the 3 m2 kite. Also note here that the dispersion
of the estimated values of CL around the fitted curve is clearly
smaller, something that could be expected in face of the better
validation results shown in Figure 12. As for the identified
equivalent efficiency, in Figure 13b, observe that it varies
between 2 and 6, clearly in a lower interval compared to the
variation between 3 and 8 in the case of the 3 m2 ram-air
kite. This means that, despite the higher lift coefficient, the
combination of tether drag of the UCSB prototype with the
6 m2 kite drag was greater than that of the UFSCkite prototype.
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magnitude of the drag force, shown in Figure 14d, increased
due to the stronger wind and consequently faster kite and
larger apparent wind speed.
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Fig. 12: Validation of the tether force estimates obtained in
field tests with the UCSB prototype and a 6 m2 LEI tube kite.
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(b) Wind speed estimates at the kite (black line) and measured
at the anemometer (gray).
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Fig. 13: Identification of the aerodynamic coefficients of the
UCSB prototype with a 6 m2 LEI tube kite.
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(d) Magnitude of the estimated equivalent drag force.
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2) 9 m LEI tube kite: This was the LEI tube kite of
intermediate size. Filtering results can be seen in Figure 14.
Regarding the flight trajectory, observe in Figure 14a that it is
now slightly rotated clockwise in contrast to what happened
with the 6 m2 kite, although also following quite well the
desired lying-eight pattern. In Figure 14b, it can be seen that
the average wind at the kite was a little stronger than in the
previous case, around 7 m/s. Due to the 50 % larger area and
the slightly stronger wind than in the case of the 6 m2 kite, the
magnitude of the lift force in Figure 14c now presents a larger
amplitude of oscillation, roughly between 1 kN and 2.5 kN,
centered around 1.7 kN, which is about twice the average lift
force of the 6 m2 kite. Also as one could have expected, the

Fig. 14: Estimation results with the 9 m2 kite of the UCSB
prototype during a field experiment.
Once again, the same validation procedure of the previous
experiments was applied. The results can be seen in Figure 15.
Note that the dispersion of the points around the theoretical
perfect match represented by the straight line is now even
lower than in the case of the 6 m2 kite. This was expected,
as the tether traction force is significantly high, allowing the
tethers to be more taut and therefore causing model (21) to
be more representative of the real system average behavior, as
already discussed.
As for the estimated aerodynamic coefficients, observe in
Figure 16a how the fitted lift curve, CL (∆α), now features
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Fig. 15: Validation of the estimates obtained in a field test
with the UCSB prototype and a 9 m2 LEI tube kite.
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a clear lower inflexion point, at ∆α ≈ 13◦ . This is quite a
different behavior than that of the lift curve assumed for the
simulations (see Figure 6b). In the case of the 9 m2 kite, the
observed behavior is that, if the kite is operating at ∆α ≈ 5◦
and the angle of attack starts increasing, first the lift coefficient
(and force) decreases to a minimum before it can start growing.
This may be due to the flexible structure of the LEI tube kite
wing, a behavior that could be an interesting topic of study by
aerodynamic engineers and kite manufacturers. Regarding the
aerodynamic efficiency, in Figure 16b, the fitted curve is very
similar to that obtained for the 3 m2 foil kite and the 6 m2 LEI
tube kite, except that the dispersion of the estimated points is
now even lower.

Another interesting result from the filter outputs is shown
for the 9 m2 LEI tube kite in Figure 17, where the estimated
equivalent aerodynamic efficiency E is plotted against the
steering input us . Both of these quantities vary in a cyclicfashion throughout a lemniscate-type orbit, depicted in Figure
14a. For instance, as the kite goes down the lemniscate through
the trajectory center, it speeds up approximately in a straight
line, hence us can be very low in magnitude whereas E
increases because of the decrease in the angle of attack through
the ∆α share. But then, in order to execute an U-turn by
climbing up, a strong steering input is applied. Recall that
when this large input is applied the speed (and efficiency) are
near their maximum values and the kite takes a certain time
to respond to this input. With the kite response, the speed
decreases with the U-turn due to drag and gravity effects,
leading ∆α to increase and E to decrease. This fact suggests
there are several points in the trajectory, near the bottom
parts of the lemniscate-like figure, with large input and large
efficiency values. The other half orbit would have a similar
behavior of what has been just described, except that the
steering command would have the opposite direction. At the
end of an orbit a symmetric trajectory of the evolution in time
of the E(us ) curve should be obtained, a behavior that indeed
is observed in Figure 17.
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Fig. 16: Identification of the aerodynamic coefficients of the
UCSB prototype with a 9 m2 LEI tube kite.

Fig. 17: Estimated aerodynamic efficiency versus the steering
command for the UCSB prototype with a 9 m2 LEI tube kite.
3) 12 m2 LEI tube kite: The last experimental results refer
to a 12 m2 LEI tube kite, the largest among the four kites
considered in this paper. In Fig. 18a it is clear that the flight
trajectory in this case is a well-shaped lemniscate centered
around φ = 0◦ , quite symmetric and horizontally aligned
(i.e., not tilted). A difference that stands out from the previous
experiments is that the estimated wind speed at the kite height,
plotted in Figure 18b, is significantly lower, between 3.5 m/s
and 4 m/s. Hence, the increase of 33% in the kite area was not
enough to compensate for the decrease in the wind speed. As
a consequence, the magnitude of the lift force FL (which has
the largest contribution to FT ) oscillated with a mean value
around 1 kN, clearly lower than the average traction force of
the 9 m2 kite. Because of the lower wind, the magnitude of
the drag force, in Figure 18d, also turned out to be lower in
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comparison to the previous kite experiment.
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Fig. 19: Validation of the estimates obtained in a field test
with the UCSB prototype and a 12 m2 LEI tube kite.
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(b) Wind speed estimates at the kite (black line) and measured
at the anemometer (gray).

caused by a design feature of the wing, which in this case
is accentuated by the larger size. As for the aerodynamic
efficiency, presented in Figure 20b, it seems to vary almost
linearly with the angle of attack.
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Fig. 18: Estimation results with the 12 m2 kite of the UCSB
prototype during a field experiment.
Figure 19 contains the validation results of the EKF estimates for the 12 m2 kite. It is interesting how the dispersion
of the points around the perfect match line is apparently the
lowest in comparison to the other experiments, despite the low
wind speed and therefore larger modeling errors, as already
discussed. This low dispersion is probably due to the well
behaved flight trajectory, which followed a standard lemniscate
shape with only relatively minor deviations from orbit to orbit,
yielding average values for the estimates that did not vary so
much with time.
The estimated aerodynamic lift curve is shown in Figure
20a. Note that the concavity of the fitted curve is the largest
among all kites investigated in this paper. Again, this may be
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Fig. 20: Identification of the aerodynamic coefficients of the
UCSB prototype with a 12 m2 LEI tube kite.
The behavior of the estimated aerodynamic efficiency
against the steering input for this kite is shown in Figure
21. In this case the plot is asymmetric: the efficiency values
for strong positive steering inputs are higher than those for
similarly strong but negative steering inputs. This is probably
due to a repair that was executed on one of the kite tips during
the experimental campaign. However, even if the kite were
perfectly balanced, asymmetries in the E(us ) plot could have
other causes, such as a possible misalignment between the
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center of the trajectory and the prevalent wind direction (i.e.
the true φ = 0◦ coordinate), or asymmetric bridle lines. Hence,
the derived estimates could be used to adjust the trajectory to
improve crosswind operation and to detect in-flight changes
of the kite for predictive maintenance strategies.
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Fig. 21: Estimated aerodynamic efficiency versus the steering
command for the UCSB prototype with a 12m2 LEI tube kite.

V. C ONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper presented a state and parameter estimation strategy based on an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) formulation
and on an embedded model of the flight dynamics in natural
coordinates. Its main contributions include the enhancement of
the wing flight dynamics model with respect to a preliminary
work presented in [16]; the demonstration of the effectiveness
of an orthogonality constraint enforced in the filtering stage
of the EKF; and the identification of the aerodynamic lift and
equivalent efficiency curves of four different flexible wings
with extensive experimental data, thus demonstrating the potential of the algorithm. The latter contribution is specially
relevant for applications involving flexible wings because the
characteristics of the kite can be assessed during normal
operation and without the need of cumbersome wind tunnel
experiments. The filter is also capable of estimating important
quantities such as the kite position, velocity and acceleration,
and the wind conditions at flight altitude, which might be
interesting for the evaluation of potential installation sites.
There are several promising directions to pursue as future
works based on the results presented in this paper. By monitoring the estimated aerodynamic efficiency (which accounts
for both wing drag and tether drag), it could be possible to
detect in-flight anomalies such as asymmetries in the kite’s
canopy and small ruptures or degradation of its fabric. This
information could be valuable when deciding whether kite
maintenance is required. As a matter of fact, the estimated
curves of aerodynamic equivalent efficiency turned out to
differ significantly from what one would have expected from
the literature, presenting a lower inflection point at a low angle
of attack. This may be a structural feature of the wing, possibly
because of its flexibility, and is an interesting topic for further
investigation.

Another interesting point for investigation is the possibility
of further enhancing the accuracy of the estimates by making
use of other sources of information such as ranging devices,
camera systems, or inertial units. The inclusion of direct
measurements of the apparent wind, obtained e.g. from a small
wind turbine or Pitot tube mounted on the wing, is also an
option that deserves attention, given that it could considerably
improve the wind estimates and therefore mitigate the uncertainty in the estimated aerodynamic lift curves.
As for the filtering strategy itself, even though the results
obtained from the simulation and the field tests suggest a good
convergence property of the estimates, it is well-known that the
EKF does not offer any theoretical guarantee of convergence.
This is a limitation that could be overcome through the
application of more sophisticated estimation methods such as
moving-horizon estimators (MHE).
Finally, it was also pointed out how eventual horizontal
or vertical asymmetries in the scatter plot of the estimated
equivalent aerodynamic efficiency versus the steering input
could be explored to give us important information. By further
investigating the root causes behind these asymmetries, it
could be possible to identify misalignments between the center
of the flight trajectory and the prevalent wind direction, or even
infer asymmetries in the kite itself (e.g. induced by material
wear).
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